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TracPhone V3HTS
®

The world’s fastest, lightest
ultra-compact marine VSAT
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Introducing the world’s fastest,
lightest ultra-compact marine VSATthe TracPhone V3HTS from KVH

SM

Enjoy the freedom of adventure and get more out of life on the water
with TracPhone V3HTS, the 37 cm marine VSAT system that saves you
from being tethered to shore. The TracPhone V3HTS delivers unmatched
speed and the power to go farther and faster than ever before with global
connections via the mini-VSAT Broadband HTS network. Now you can
live life on your boat just like you do at home, from KVH, the number 1
marine VSAT communications provider.*
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An ideal solution for smaller boats or as a streaming fast VSAT

A rugged antenna with high-performance stabilization and tracking

This end-to-end SATCOM solution provides:

The TracPhone V3HTS outperforms leading competing 60-85 cm
Ku-band antennas and sets a new standard in marine satellite
communications. Ultra-compact at only 37 cm, lightweight, and packed
with power, the TracPhone V3HTS makes it easy for you and your guests
to stream HD content, chat via WhatsApp™, connect with the office, get
weather information, browse the Internet, check emails, and more.

Work. Play. The speed and power to do it all.

mini is mighty.

Data speeds as fast as 5 Mbps/2 Mbps (down/up)

backup for superyachts
Maximum speeds are more than double the download speed and
more than 15 times the upload speed of KVH’s TracPhone V3IP
The fastest available network speeds at all times

Affordable metered airtime plans that provide:
Monthly data packages designed to fit your needs
Flexible options to switch plans or temporarily suspend service

To learn more or find a dealer, visit kvh.com/mightyV3HTS
* Source: Euroconsult, March 2018, market share VSAT units

The most advanced maritime
network available
The TracPhone V3HTS delivers the same global
connections enjoyed by superyachts. KVH’s
mini-VSAT Broadband HTS network offers
unmatched speed and coverage using advanced,
new next-generation high-throughput satellites (HTS)
from Intelsat and SKY Perfect JSAT.
KVH’s new HTS network with
65 million square kilometers (25 million
square miles) added to KVH’s already
industry-leading Ku-band coverage
A high-speed global network that
delivers speeds as fast as 5/2 Mbps
(down/up) to the TracPhone V3HTS
coverage area
Crystal-clear, prioritized VoIP service
for exceptional call quality; system also
supports Wi-Fi Calling via compatible
cell phones*
Greater resilience to weather and
rain fade than Ka-band services, so you
are connected when you need it most
Advanced network-level firewall
with automated threat management to
provide additional security; plus, the
antenna’s ICM includes the awardwinning KVH Videotel™ “Cybersecurity
at Sea” training program
Automatic, fast switching among
the network’s worldwide, redundant
beams, ensuring seamless and reliable
communications wherever you travel

*Requires Wi-Fi Calling support via your cell phone service provider

Todd Tally, General Manager
Atlantic Marine Electronics

“KVH’s HTS network changes the game for
communications on boats. Incredibly fast,
robust, and reliable, this service and the
TracPhone HTS antennas allow our
customers to enjoy Internet connections,
streaming movies and TV, voice calls,
video chats, and more.”

®

mini-VSAT Manager – creating
confidence through control

The secure myKVH™ portal’s mini-VSAT Manager
suite of tools gives you valuable insight and control
over data usage to manage your operational and
personal use.

Set up and receive usage alerts and see
detailed daily and monthly usage reports to
stay up to date on your monthly data
consumption.

View your vessel’s track with up to one year
of position data updated as frequently as
every 90 seconds.

™

The all-new Integrated
CommBox Modem (ICM)

The powerful ICM with its high-throughput
modem, Voice over IP (VoIP) adapter, versatile
network management software with least-cost
routing, and built-in Wi-Fi and Ethernet is the
streamlined all-in-one belowdecks unit that drives
the TracPhone V3HTS.

Bring the best onboard with KVH
The results speak for themselves. In any harbor, anywhere around the world,
you’ll see KVH’s distinctive white antennas with gray baseplates. With more
than 200,000 in-motion antennas fielded worldwide, KVH has supplied more
satellite communications and TV antenna systems for mobile applications
than any other manufacturer. When you choose KVH, you choose the best!

Stay connected with KVH’s global support
KVH OneCare

™

Our global support program protects your VSAT investment and minimizes your costs. With KVH OneCare, you enjoy
the marine industry’s most comprehensive array of services including:
Application Engineering, Solution Deployment, and Operating Support for the life of your product
2-year parts & labor warranty with options for extended warranty and annual preventative maintenance checks

Proactive Monitoring
Every TracPhone V3HTS system reports daily on 95+ key performance indicators, enabling KVH engineers and
support specialists to recognize and respond to potential issues and maximize your system’s uptime, speed, and
overall experience so you get more out of your time on the water.

TracPhone V3HTS Coverage Map
Current Coverage

Anticipated 2019
Additional Coverage

The TracPhone V3HTS is a
2-axis, stabilized antenna
that does not provide
coverage in areas where the
satellite is directly overhead.
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Specifications subject to change without notice. Published data rates are rate plan maximums and may vary by region and under different conditions.

KVH, Videotel, TracPhone, KVH OneCare, CommBox, myKVH, mini-VSAT Manager, and the unique light-colored dome with dark contrasting baseplate are trademarks of KVH Industries, Inc. mini-VSAT Broadband is a service mark of KVH
Industries, Inc.
All other trademarks property of their respective companies.
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